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Abstract Strike-slip landscapes are often associated with a suite of characteristic geomorphic features
that provide primary evidence for interpreting fault slip histories. Here we explore the role of shutter
ridges, areas of relief advected laterally along faults, in generating two classic strike-slip processes:
progressive lateral offset of channels and stream capture. Landscape models and comparative analysis of the
Marlborough Fault System, NZ, show that the length of channel offsets observable in a landscape is primarily
controlled by the length of shutter ridges. In our simple landscape model, this scale is controlled by the
drainage spacing, and therefore by the geometry of the mountain range. In a more complex landscape, this
scale may be controlled by lithologic or structural contrasts. We also find that shutter ridge relief inhibits
stream capture, especially at slow fault slip rates relative to hillslope erosion rates. In this case, lateral drainage
advection enables streams to “outrun” capture.

Plain Language Summary Many geoscientists look for horizontal stream deflection in a
landscape in order to identify evidence of strike-slip faulting—a type of deformation that moves blocks
of crust horizontally past one another. Based on results from this study, we suggest caution with this
approach. Using a computer model of landscapes and comparison to the Marlborough Fault System of
New Zealand, we determine that the “classic” signatures of strike-slip faulting, long stream channel offsets
that flow parallel to the fault, and stream capture, which re-directs streams into neighboring channels,
are controlled not by fault slip properties, such as slip rate or maturity, but by the presence and stature of
shutter ridges (areas of high topography carried along the fault). In particular, we find that channel
offset length is largely dictated by the length of the shutter ridge causing the obstruction. Stream capture
rate is influenced by both length and height of shutter ridges, as well as fault slip rate and the rate at
which the landscape is eroding. The bottom line from this study is that without topographic elements
to impede the courses of streams, even a very long-lived and fast-slipping purely strike-slip fault may not
develop and sustain long channel offsets.

1. Introduction and Background

Geomorphic features characteristic of strike-slip settings, such as linear, fault-parallel valleys, sag ponds, shut-
ter ridges, elongated, offset, and warped stream channels, and laterally offset glacial moraines and river ter-
races, have long aided in the identification and study of strike-slip fault systems (e.g., Arrowsmith & Zielke,
2009; Jiang et al., 2017; Walker & Allen, 2012; Walker & Jackson, 2002; Wallace, 1949, 1968), including estima-
tion of fault slip rates and off-fault deformation rates (Fu et al., 2005; Goren et al., 2015; Gray et al., 2017; Pucci
et al., 2008; Replumaz et al., 2001; Sieh & Jahns, 1984). Despite this widely recognized suite of “classic”
strike-slip landscape features, one key observable yet to be addressed carefully in the literature is that not
all strike-slip faults, even the longest and fastest slipping among them, demonstrate consistently similar
geomorphology. For example, Gaudemer et al. (1989) found that only 30% of channels crossing segments
of the San Andreas Fault were offset in the “correct” direction, while Walker and Allen (2012) found a
proportion of about 80% along the Kuh Banan Fault in Iran. Fu et al. (2005) observed that channel offset
lengths across the Kunlun Fault in Tibet cluster around a few particular values. In order to successfully inter-
pret landscapes for tectonic information, it is important to know what controls the topographic expression of
a fault. Are tectonic variables such as slip rate, slip sense, and maturity most important? Or do characteristics
of the surrounding landscape, such as topographic relief and relief structure, drainage density/spacing, slope
angles, and bedrock erodibility dictate the near-fault landscape patterns?
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Key Points:
• Model and field results show that

shutter ridges are essential for
sustaining fault-parallel stream
channel offsets along strike-slip faults

• Channel offset length is primarily
controlled by the length scale of
shutter ridges, regardless of total
lateral fault offset

• Frequency of strike-slip-induced
stream capture is affected by shutter
ridge dimensions, as well as by the
fault slip rate
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Previous studies of streams that cross strike-slip faults demonstrate an ongoing cycle of fault-parallel
channel lengthening by offset, followed by shortening of fault-parallel river segments by stream capture,
as in Figure 1a (Duvall & Tucker, 2015; Gaudemer et al., 1989; Goren et al., 2014; Huang, 1993; Hubert-
Ferrari et al., 2002; Ouchi, 2004, 2005; Replumaz et al., 2001; Wallace, 1968). These two processes have
opposing effects on horizontal channel offset lengths—a measure of the “strength” of the landscape sig-
nature of strike-slip faulting—that can be observed at any snapshot in time. With each stream capture,
apparent offset on a stream channel will be reduced or erased even as total offset on the fault continues
to accumulate (Keller et al., 1982; Replumaz et al., 2001; Walker & Allen, 2012; Walker & Jackson, 2002;
Wallace, 1968). Because geomorphology often provides the first line of evidence as to a fault’s activity,
slip rate, slip sense, or even existence, we must thoroughly understand the landscape characteristics that
influence the expression of distinctive strike-slip features. At present, we lack studies that specifically
address why classic strike-slip features, such as long stream offsets or occurrences of stream capture, exist
in some places but not in others.

Figure 1. (a) The stream capture cycle. Time 1: Pre-strike-slip fault; streams flow straight across the future fault. Time 2: Right-lateral slip offsets streams and juxta-
poses lower reaches of captor streams with upper reaches of eventual donors. Time 3: Stream capture. The cycle of offset and capture continues with fault activity.
(b) Map of Marlborough Fault System (MFS), New Zealand. Inset map shows plate tectonic setting. Black boxes in main map show analyzed sections of strike-slip
faults. Fault slip rates from Wairau (Zachariasen et al., 2006), Awatere (Little et al., 1998), Clarence (Knuepfer, 1992), Hope (Van Dissen & Yeats, 1991), and
Kekerengu (Little et al., 2018). (c) Example of offset streams along the Clarence Fault. Geology simplified from Rattenbury et al. (2006). A, B, C, and D correspond to
A, B, C, and D in panel d. (d) Model output measurements. Shutter ridge length: horizontal distance between adjacent streams at 45 m above the open boundary.
Channel offset length: Horizontal distance between a stream’s position at 80 m (4 m above the fault) and its position at 45 m. Shutter ridge height: Difference
between the highest elevation on a shutter ridge, anywhere between the open boundary and 70 m from it, and elevation of the stream at 45 m. Divide relief:
Elevation difference between the stream at its point of inflection, where it turns from flowing toward the fault to flowing parallel to the fault, and the point where the
smallest amount of relief separates it from the captor stream.
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Here we examine modeled landscapes and the dextral Marlborough Fault System of New Zealand (Figure 1b)
to study the effects of shutter ridges, and their specific dimensions, on the length of channel offsets and on
the frequency of stream capture in mountainous terrain, and compare these effects at a variety of fault slip
rates. We define shutter ridges as relief elements of any shape that are advected along one side of a strike-
slip fault. Shutter ridges by definition block and divert channels (Wallace, 1968) and thus could prove critical
elements in setting the landscape response to strike-slip faulting. When formed from advected interfluves,
they reflect the local drainage spacing, which in turn is set by the geometry of the range (Hovius, 1996).
Their length could also be set by more resistant lithologies or structural elements such as pressure ridges.
We find that this length scale, in turn, sets the length scale of along-fault stream channel offsets, regardless
of total fault offset. This close correspondence is imposed by a regular cycle of stream capture; however, the
presence of high-relief shutter ridges or the lateral migration of hillslopes near the fault can reduce or elim-
inate the likelihood of stream capture.

2. Methods
2.1. Landscape Model Setup

We use the Channel-Hillslope Integrated Landscape Development (CHILD) model, a landscape evolution
model that simulates the development of 3-D topography given tectonic, climatic, and material properties
(Tucker, 2012; Tucker et al., 2001). In this configuration of themodel, hillslope erosion is modeled by nonlinear
hillslope diffusion, and fluvial incision rate is proportional to unit stream power (Roering et al., 1999; Whipple
& Tucker, 1999).

Our model setup broadly follows the methods of Duvall and Tucker (2015; details in the supporting informa-
tion). In order to create conditions that allow stream capture, as in Figure 1a, we modeled an uplifting, one-
sided mountain ridge cut by a strike-slip fault. We ran 21 simulations, varying the relative rock uplift rate on
the downhill side of the fault (“below”) between 0.2 and 1 mm/year, and the lateral fault slip rate between 1
and 10mm/year to test a range of shutter ridgemorphologies and fault slip scenarios (Table S1). Relative rock
uplift rate on the uphill side of the fault (“above”) stayed fixed at 1 mm/year. Wemodel a creeping fault, rather
than one subject to earthquakes of a characteristic offset length and recurrence interval, in order to focus on
the effects of long-term deformation and offset.

In our simple landscape model, shutter ridges originate naturally as interfluves advect horizontally along the
fault. Varying the rock uplift rate on the downhill side of the fault creates shutter ridges with different
amounts of relief. The length scale of shutter ridges is set by the drainage spacing of the landscape, which
arises from the dimensions of the model domain, natural variability within the model, and the uplift rate
below the fault.

We tracked three evenly spaced individual shutter ridges per model run over a time interval equivalent to
750 m of cumulative slip (75,000–750,000 years, depending on slip rate), recording the number of times that
stream capture breached each ridge. Measurements were made after an initial 250 m of right-lateral slip in
order to exclude transience from the initiation of strike-slip motion. We tracked shutter ridges rather than
individual streams because shutter ridges maintained a consistent size and morphology throughout each
model run. Upper watersheds of streams in some model runs changed in size and shape as models pro-
gressed. The total number of stream captures that breached a ridge was converted to stream captures per
meter of lateral fault slip for comparison of stream capture frequency among faults with different slip rates.

To examine controls on offset channel length, we measured the along-fault length of the channel offset by
the fault, shutter ridge height and length, and relief of the divide between adjacent streams (Figure 1d) for
the three shutter ridges, and for five additional streams spaced at a regular along-strike interval, at the begin-
ning of and halfway through the period of record. We focus on determining which size dimensions of shutter
ridges (length, height, and interfluve divide relief) play the strongest role in determining channel offset
length. Height and divide relief account for how great an obstacle a shutter ridge presents to stream capture.
Measuring both metrics allows assessment of the relative importance of absolute shutter height versus relief
across the drainage divide in the river capture process. Fault-parallel channel offset length was measured
between the stream’s position at consistent distances from the open boundary (Figure 1d) that were chosen
because they captured the extent of fault-related offset for most streams, in order to apply a consistent
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standard to all modeled streams. We made measurements at regular time steps, rather than immediately
before capture events, in order to replicate the real-world experience of viewing a landscape at only one ran-
dom point in time.

2.2. Field Comparison: The Marlborough Fault System, New Zealand

The model results were compared to analogous sites in the Marlborough Fault System (MFS). The MFS com-
prises four major right-lateral strike-slip faults, with various slip rates and ages, at the obliquely convergent
boundary between the Australian and Pacific Plates on the South Island of New Zealand (Figure 1b; e.g.,
Wallace et al., 2007; Yeats & Berryman, 1987). The bedrock in the MFS is mostly sandstone and mudstone
of the Permian-Cretaceous Torlesse Supergroup (Rattenbury et al., 2006), but other, more resistant units
are found in some parts of the field area (see supporting information for more field site details).

We analyzed 77 tributaries flowing across the Awatere, Clarence, and Kekerengu Faults (Figures 1b and 1c).
These faults bound the southeast flanks of mountain ranges of significant relief, making them near-ideal sites
to compare to our model experiments. Shutter ridges of different sizes formed from advected interfluves, like
those in our model, exist throughout the MFS. Some shutter ridges form in less erodible lithologies and
appear much longer than the surrounding drainage spacing (e.g., Figure S1). Evidence also exists in the field
area for previous stream captures, mostly in the form of beheaded channels, though we cannot comprehen-
sively quantify stream captures through time as we do with the numerical model. We measure channel offset
lengths throughout the field area using DigitalGlobe satellite imagery viewed through Google Earth, a 15-m
DEM (NZDEM SoS v1.0), and where available, 0.5-m LiDAR, to document channel offset length, shutter ridge
length, shutter ridge height, and relief of divides between adjacent streams (Columbus et al., 2011; NSF
OpenTopography Facility, 2016; University of Otago-National School of Surveying, 2011). Channel offsets in
our field area are more variable in shape than those in our model. Many channels are offset diagonally, like
those measured by Huang (1993) on the Yishi Fault, rather than exactly along the fault trace. We determine
offset length by projecting the inflection point of the channel on each side of the offset to the fault, and mea-
suring the along-fault distance between these points. While some authors (Fu et al., 2005; Huang, 1993) pro-
ject the course of the stream on either side back to the fault, then measure the fault-parallel distance
between these points, irregularity in the courses of MFS streams would cause such projections to introduce
additional uncertainty.

2.3. Statistical Regressions

We performed simple and multiple linear regressions to assess which variables best predict channel offset
length in the model and field data, and stream capture frequency in the model data. To calculate the contri-
bution of each predictor variable to total model fit and assess statistical significance, we used the Relative
Importance package in the R programming language for statistical computing (version 3.3.3) (Grömping,
2006; R Core Team, 2017). Specifically, we used the LMG method, which averages over all possible orderings
of the predictor variables to assign relative importance (Lindeman et al., 1980). Channel offset length and
stream capture frequency were considered separately.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Model Results

In general, the models demonstrate the expected cycle of steady channel lengthening with lateral fault off-
set, punctuated by abrupt shortening caused by stream capture (Figure 1d and Movies S2 and S3). In some
model experiments in which the lateral slip rate is slow relative to the erosive response of the landscape, we
observe lateral ridge migration as described by Duvall and Tucker (2015; Movie S3). Duvall and Tucker (2015)
observed that, when hillslope erosion is fast relative to lateral fault slip, ridges migrate, allowing shutter ridges
to maintain connectivity with interfluves on the opposite side of the fault. This connectivity is briefly broken
when stream capture breaches the divide between adjacent streams but reestablishes as fault motion con-
tinues, allowing ridges to realign across the fault. In extreme cases, streams may evade capture temporarily
or indefinitely as interfluves migrate in advance of captor streams (Movies S4 and S5). When the lateral slip
rate is fast relative to hillslope erosion, topography on either side of the fault is relatively stable, and shutter
ridges do not stay connected to topography across the fault (Movie S2).
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3.1.1. Channel Offset Length
Statistical regressions demonstrate the influence of shutter ridge length on channel offset length. Multiple
linear regression models show that shutter ridge length dominates as the most important predictor of chan-
nel offset length, accounting for 70–90% of the model fit (adjusted r2 = 0.70–0.80; r2 throughout this paper
refers to adjusted r2; Figures 2a and 2b and Table S2). Simple linear regressions support this result, showing
a strong correlation between the two lengths (Figure 2c and Table S3). Two measures of shutter ridge stature
—height and divide relief—have a smaller and less robust correlation with channel offset length (Figures 2a,

Figure 2. Model (left column) and field (right column) results for channel offset length. (a, b) Multiple linear regression
models predicting channel offset length. Adjusted r2 values shown for each regression. (c) Plot and simple linear
correlations of channel offset length and shutter ridge length. The r2 for trend lines are in Tables S3 and S5. Uncertainty on
field measurements made from the NZDEM is approximately 15 m, and in those measurements made from the LiDAR,
about 0.5 m, based on the resolution of the data. Additional, unquantified uncertainty likely arises from human measure-
ment errors.
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2b, and Figure S2 and Table S3). Divide relief is a significant predictor of channel offset length and accounts
for 8% of the model fit, whereas shutter ridge height is not a significant predictor. Shutter ridge height does
account for 27% of the fit of the statistical model in which it was included (Figure 2a), but this correlation
likely reflects a correlation between shutter ridge length and height, rather than an independent influence
on channel offset length by shutter ridge height. Removing shutter ridge height from the regression does
not substantially change the fit (r2 = 0.66). Lateral fault slip rate is not a significant predictor of channel
offset length, accounting for 1% or less of the fit in multiple regression models (Figures 2a and 2b and
Table S2) and showing no meaningful correlation in simple regression plots (Figure S2 and Table S3).
3.1.2. Stream Capture Rate
Statistical regressions demonstrate that shutter ridge dimensions and fault slip rate factor into the stream
capture process. Multiple linear regression models show that all of the predictor variables play a roughly
equal role in determining the rate of stream capture (Figures 3a and 3b and Table S2). Both multiple linear
regression models fit the data fairly well, explaining about 60% of the variance (r2 = 0.59). In these models,
all variables were significant predictors of stream capture rate, and each accounted for 25–41% of the model
fit. These results are supported by simple linear regression plots. Shutter ridge length and both measures of
shutter ridge stature negatively correlate with stream capture frequency, with longer or taller ridges leading
to less frequent stream captures (Figures 3c–3f and Table S3). Lateral fault slip rate has a modest positive cor-
relation with stream capture rate, which is driven by the low stream capture rates in the slowest-slip
models (Figure 3f).

3.2. Field Results
3.2.1. Channel Offset Length
Multiple linear regression models of the MFS field data are consistent with model results: shutter ridge length
is by far themost important predictor of channel offset length, contributing 72–90% of themodel fit. The only
other significant predictor in these models is divide relief, which contributes only 3% of the fit in the linear
model that includes it as a predictor variable (Figures 2a and 2b and Table S4). Simple linear regressions of
the MFS data show a positive correlation between channel offset length and shutter ridge length, shutter
ridge height, and divide relief, with the strongest correlation being with shutter ridge length (Figures 2c
and S3 and Table S5). The large Clarence River appears as an outlier in these results. With an offset of nearly
20 km, it likely records the entire offset of the Kekerengu Fault, thought to initiate only ~1 Ma (Wallace
et al., 2007).

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Our work demonstrates the fundamental role that the presence (or absence) of shutter ridges plays in strike-
slip fault landscapes. We found that the length of shutter ridges sets the scale of horizontally offset channels
observed in a landscape, regardless of cumulative fault offset or fault slip rates (Figure 2). On the other hand,
the topographic prominence of a shutter ridge, its lateral extent, and fault slip rate all impact rates of stream
capture in a strike-slip landscape (Figure 3). These results confirm intuition that longer shutter ridges divert
channels over greater distances and that taller/higher-relief shutter ridges act as greater barriers to stream
capture. Less intuitively, shutter ridge length also affects the stream capture process because longer topo-
graphic obstacles juxtapose streams closely enough for capture less often.

Both shutter ridge height and divide relief reasonably predict stream capture occurrence, with a similar
inverse linear relationship and moderate relative importance (Figures 3c and 3d). Shutter ridge height, which
stays fairly consistent over time in our models, may serve as a better time-averaged representation of the
height of obstruction. Divide relief changes over time as shutter ridges vary in degree of attachment to ridges
above the fault, but likely serves as the best predictor of capture vulnerability at snapshots in time when adja-
cent streams have become closely juxtaposed. Stream capture acts to reduce the length of horizontally offset
river channels, though temporarily. Therefore, the subtle correlations among shutter ridge height, divide
relief, and channel offset length may be secondary effects of the stream capture process.

The models predict a weak positive relationship between fault slip rate and stream capture rate (Figure 3f).
The models with conditions encouraging hillslope mobility—higher relative rock uplift and erosion rates,
and smaller lateral slip rates (as expressed by advection-erosion number (Nae) of Duvall & Tucker, 2015)—
tend toward lower rates of stream capture. Streams in these cases can lose drainage area through
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vigorous ridge migration rather than through stream capture, as entire watersheds translate laterally and
“outrun” capture (Figure 4 and Movies S4 and S5). Thus, in certain circumstances, channel offsets shorter
than the total fault offset can be maintained without stream capture.

Results from this study underscore the impact of the stream capture cycle, modulated by the presence and
size of shutter ridges, in dictating whether strike-slip fault motion shows a clear geomorphic signature. In our
simple landscapemodels, shutter ridges are advected interfluves with lengths set by drainage spacing, which
in turn is set by the geometry of the mountain range (Hovius, 1996). As a result of the regular and effective
process of stream capture in the models, as well as ridge migration in some cases, we also observe a close
match betweenmaximummagnitudes of channel offset length and shutter ridge length. As discussed above,
shutter ridge height somewhat reduces stream capture, but, in general, once a stream becomes offset far

Figure 3. Model output results. (a, b) Multiple linear regression models predicting stream capture frequency. Adjusted r2

values shown for each regression model. Plots and simple linear correlations of stream capture frequency and (c)
shutter ridge height, (d) divide relief, (e) shutter ridge length, and (f) lateral slip rate. The r2 for trend lines are in Table S3.
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enough to reach its neighbor, capture eventually occurs and prevents lengthening of the offset channel
beyond the drainage spacing. We conclude that the surrounding landscape—the relief structure and
drainage spacing that set up its shutter ridges—is primarily responsible for creating and maintaining the
geomorphic signature of a strike-slip fault, whereas the fault properties are of lesser importance. In
complex landscapes, erodibility contrasts or preexisting structural elements also create shutter ridges and
set their length scales, and stream captures are not guaranteed even when two streams are juxtaposed in

Figure 4. Channel-Hillslope Integrated Landscape Development (CHILD) model output showing a catchment “outrunning”
capture through ridge migration. Dashed line shows drainage divide between left and right catchments. White arrows
show tributary that is reduced in drainage area and ultimately defeated before it can be captured by the stream to the right.
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close proximity. Questions surrounding how high and fast-moving advected topography must be relative to
the efficiency of fluvial processes in order to become a true shutter ridge await future detailed studies.

Our work confirms that if fault-crossing rivers are positioned such that stream capture can occur, long chan-
nel offsets are better interpreted as transient features than as indicators of total fault offset (Walker & Allen,
2012). Evidence of a series of captures of a single stream, for example, a series of knickpoints (e.g., Prince et al.,
2011; Yanites et al., 2013), could provide a longer record of slip on the fault than channel offset could. In cases
of slow fault slip or highly erosive landscapes, hillslope migration could laterally advect entire streams with-
out creating long offsets or easily allowing stream capture to occur, further dampening the landscape signa-
ture of the fault. In these cases, the profile relief ratio, suggested by Duvall and Tucker (2015) to assess ridge
migration by determining the degree of ridge connectivity across the fault, may provide a good indicator of
slip rate.

In all cases, a thorough understanding of the physical processes that control the occurrence of strike-slip fea-
tures is essential to our predictive capability and our ability to read a particular landscape. Many geoscientists
look for horizontal stream deflection as a litmus test for identifying the presence and sense of slip of a strike-
slip fault. We suggest caution with this approach, as results from this study reveal the dependence of offset
length on the preexisting scale of the landscape, and on the degree of hillslope mobility. Without topo-
graphic elements to impede the courses of streams, even a very long-lived and fast-slipping strike-slip fault
may not develop and sustain long channel offsets.
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